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WIFI Control
Conveniently control your air conditioner anywhere in your home with 

just your mobile phone and a WI-FI connection. 

Anti Mildew Running&Anti-Virus Fin
Take care of your health

After turning off the AC, the indoor fan will continue running for 30 seconds ,
preventing mildew growth.Silver ion coated fins effectively inhibit 
Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, mould,  up to 99%.

Cold Plasma
Plasma ions are the same type of positive and negative ions that occur
in nature, and it has been proven safe to humans. It can purify air dust, 
eliminate 90% of bacteria, molds and odors in two hours, reduce static

electricity.The process of eliminating bacteria is as follows.

Produce a large number of positive
and negative ions, surround bacteria.

When the positive and negative ions
are adsorbed on the bacteria, they
can become hydroxyl (OH) and extract
hydrogen (H) from the surface protein

After bacteria are extracted for hydrogen (H) , 
they lose their activity and are eliminated. 
(OH) combines with (H) and becomes H2O
dissipated in the air.

-15

Heating at -15℃
Know how you can feel the warmth of the sun even in a cold winter?
Our heating feature give a similar sensation. It is supported by our
preheating technology and electric heating chassis technology, 

used to maintain the room temperature. 

dB19

Quiet
The air conditioning running noise is low to 19dB, 
the user has a quiet and comfortable environment.

Temperature fluctuation within ± 0.5 ° C, 
Constant and more comfortable

With ultra wide frequency control technology, Control is more accurate, the smaller
the room temperature fluctuation, the more comfortable you are.

SMART

Smart Mode
Auto-run the most comfortable mode for you

Just press the "Smart" button and the AC will auto adjust to the best mode according
to the room temperature,simple and comfortable.

Below 23ºC
Fan Mode

23℃~26℃
Dry Mode

Over 26℃
Cooling Mode

4D Auto Swing
Provide automatic and seamless airflow experience
Louvers on Hisense air conditioners can swing automatically in different directions, 

left, right, up and down, generating 4D air flow to make
people in room comfortable.

Enjoy comfort without waiting
Through QSD rapid inverter startup technology, Hisense inverter AC achieves rapid cooling, 

making you feel cooler by 50% faster than ordinary air conditioners.
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